score. Instances with a score beyond a given threshold are marked as anomalies. GMMs present 267 two main limitations: first they try to fit all the data including the potential outliers in the training 268 set. If the set contains too many outliers, it may hence be useful to remove some of them after a first 269 application of the model. Secondly, in simplest GMM models, the number of Gaussian distributions 270 must be known in advance. Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model can be used to simplify this process as 271 they eliminate automatically unnecessary clusters. be an unknown linear mixture of non-Gaussian and mutually independent latent variables, which are 276 also called independent components, sources or factors.
277
As an example of application of ICA to anomaly detection, Pimentel et al. [1] 346 This section reviews some recent techniques applicable to anomaly detection which have been 347 developed in the fields of neural networks or deep learning as well as temporal-logic learning. Table 1 348 presents an overview of the recent techniques covered in this section. Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) programs promoted by EASA requires airlines to gather, monitor and 518 analyse data to improve the performance and safety of flight operations.
Recent advances in anomaly detection

519
The objective of FOQA and FDM programs is to switch from a purely reactive mode based on 520 reports or interviews to a more proactive mode where data analytics can be used to assess trends, risks 521 and undesired events in order to help implement mitigation measures. The applications reviewed 522 here support this proactive approach by automatically detecting statistically anomalous events in vast 523 amounts of historical on-board generated data.
524
However, the process is not fully automatic as the flagged events need further consideration from 525 operational experts to determine whether the identified anomalies are only low occurrence events or 526 true significant events with potential safety or performance implications.
527
For decades, the only approach to automatically detect anomalies from generated data has been MKAD to detect anomalies in the approach phase but this time with a much larger set of flights 549 of the same fleet and aircraft type. In the paper, the authors report exclusively on two anomalous 550 situations correctly identified by MKAD corresponding to two significant operational events: high 551 energy approaches and turbulent approaches.
The field of prognostics and health management (PHM) has drawn significant interest from industrial 707 and academic research in the last few years as system availability and reliability becomes a serious 708 concern, especially in safety-critical systems such the ones found in aviation.
709
In the emerging field of data-driven prognosis, predictive models are learned from flight and 710 maintenance data. These models can then be integrated into PHM systems for health monitoring 711 and incipient system failure prediction. There exists a number of data-driven methods for prognosis,
712
but it is usually difficult to compare them based on a common reference baseline due to the use of 713 sensitive commercial data. Fortunately, the following open datasets related to aviation are widely 714 acknowledged as reference for comparison:
715
• NASA DASHlink open database originally designed and collected by Balaban [118] 
